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Friday. October 15. 2004
GUN SPEAK:
Prevent
crime-own a
gun.

Opinions page 4

RADIO IS
HOT AGAIN:
KFOX shakes

things up.
A & E page 9

George Fox University, Newbeig, Oregon

Movie starring GFU aiumna reieaseii
ANN

PORN

YOUR

FOR
FICK

wanted to be perceived as a

Assistant editor

normal student.

Recent GFU grad

'T didn't want it to be an

Lindsay Yourice starred in a

issue," Younce said. "For

movie.

some reason, actors on film

Therese was released in

, New York and Portland on

Sept. 30, the product of
local film company Luke
Films, which was funded by
independent donations.
After

NICKEL

a

nationwide

search, Younce was cast as

L E : Ta b l e t e n
nis or extreme
badminton?

Therese at age 18. Because
the film depended on dona
tions, it would be years until

Sports page 10

its release.

E A R T H W I S E :

Better recy-

^ cling options
for students.

News page 2

know what's happening

get spoiled a lot."
-

Husband

Thaddeus

Tsohantaridis, son of profes
sor Tim Tsohantaridis, did
n't spill the beans either.
"He was studying acting
as well, so I think that
helped him understand,"
she said.
Yo u n c e ' d e s c r i b e s t h e

filming of Therese as very
similar to the image of

"I was very excited
because we waited so long,"

HoUjrwood that many imag

Yo u n c e s a i d o f t h e r e c e n t

"Because it was an inde

release.

Younce, who graduated
this past spring with a mas
ter's degree in teaching, said
she didn't tell many people
during at GFU because she

Arouim the Worfd

ine.

pendent film, we weren't
under any obligations as far
as unions go," she said, talk
ing about how they filmed
for 10-15 hours a day, six
days a week, for two

days.

Car runs on Bon grease
Brian McLaughlin, the
database administrator at Fox,
converted his 2003 Jetta TDI
from a diesel-burner to a com

bination diesel- and vegetable
o i l - b u r n e r . H e u s e s fi l t e r e d

grease from the cafeteria, and
says that it will take him about
two years to break even finan

cially on the switch.

BREANNE REEVE

CAMPUS EXPANSION: Providence will sell buildings to GFU
CHARITY

EDWARDS

Business Manager
A new residence hall and

an addition to Hoover are first

on the campus planning agen
da, Mike Goins, Vice President

for Financial Affairs at George
Fox University, said in an inter
view October 8.
"Our enrollment has been

growing and stabilizing due .to
our nursing program, our engi
neering program," Goins

Commuter lounge opens
ALICE

LONG

Reporter

The grand opening of
the new commuter lounge
will take place Tuesday,
October 19, from 3-6 p.m.
The new lounge is located in
the Moore House where the
Foxhole used to be.

The lounge will be com
plete with a kitchen, lockers,
a study room, a hangout

Continued on the backpage

gram. "Nurses work at real
hospitals," Goins said. "The
program will already be started

by the time we get the building
anyway."

■ Another key piece depends

on raising $8 million to devel

op 24 acres on College Street,
according to Goins. He said,

"Long term we're assuming

Contrary to rumors, how
ever, the residence hall wiU not

we'll be out there, but that's

be open until at least fall of
2006. At least, that's the plan,

develop it."
The land was promised to

he said.
H o o v e r s h o u l d b e fi n i s h e d

within two years, and could
possibly house the nursing pro
gram, but ±at is not official
yet, Goins said.

contingent on raising money to
the university by a local family
and should eventually include
athletic fields, leaving the cur
rent ball fields open for devel
opment or intramurals, he
said.

Another false rumor is that

Bruin Preview introduces GFU
ANN

DORN

Assistant edtor

hosts to various living
spaces on campus. After

Over 100 preview stu

dinner, some prospective
students attended Bunco

Preview on Sept. 30-Oct. 1.

night while others went to
the Quad to witness the
Bruin Brawl, which was

tion to all this, internet
access will be available in
N o v e m b e r.

Regular access hours

In years past commuter

will be from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

in corners of the Bruin Den,
use the lockers in the gym
and search for places to

will be available for com

many to believe that the last

study or socialize with each

weeks of the race will be criti

other. Now there is a place

Although the commuter
lounge will be available for
commuter students only,

they can go to see familiar
faces, study and relax.

the hospital building will be
used for the new nursing pro

and coffee makers. In addi

Monday through Friday and

jOcrobcr 15,2004

simply requested bottled

dents attended the Bruin

students have had to huddle

paigns.

Yo u n c e s a i d s h e t r i e d t o
be low maintenance and

room, couches, refrigerators

Tough Race
President George W. Bush
and incumbent John Kerry are
about even in the polls, leading

cal to both candidates' cam

strange because they would
ask me beforehand, 'what
do you want to drink on

the university will also acquire
the Providence Newberg
Hospital within three years
and build a new library and
student union building within
a few years after that.

appearances, including on
"Smallville," the WB drama
about Clark Kent's high school

es.

"At times it was a little

long range plan, Goins said,

he made several TV guest

rivalries between mosques or
take away their individual voic

Yo u n c e d i d r e c e i v e s t a r

treatment while filming.

If all goes according to the

a n d a c t e d i n o v e r 3 0 fi l m s a n d

whether or not this will end the

set?"'

said, citing the reasons for a
new dormitory.

heart failure. Reeve directed

from one central Cairo mosque
5 rimes a day. The people of
Cairo are now debating

plays Therese, the most popular saint of modem times
months.

comes a housing shortage," he

"Superman" and as a
spokesman for spinal cord
research, Christopher Reeve
died Sunday, Oct. 10 from

be centralized and broadcast

DEyOTION ON AND OFF THE SCREEN: Lindsay Younce •

explained. "And with that

Most notable for his role as

mosques of Cairo, Egypt will

PHOTO COURTESY OF THERESBMOVIE.COM

Additional buildings in final planning stages

Christopher Reeve, 52, dies

Cairo prayer call debate
The call to prayer for the

I s s u c 2 Vo l . C X X I

muter students via their stu

dent ID cards.

they will be sharing the

During Thursday afteroon,
prospective students particpated in a range of activi

gearing up in the 9 p.m.

ties, including meeting the
faculty in Klages Dining

darkness.

Hall and an opening wel

attending classes, going on

come session.

campus tours and meeting

Prospective student's
luggage and sleeping bags
remained piled in the

with admissions counselors.
The Preview ended with

Stevens Center until all

cussion on Oct. 1 to answer

guests had met their student

questions from students and

hosts and followed their

family.

-r—TT

Friday found students

a slide show and a panel dis

l s s u e 2 Vo \ . C X X l
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Undergrads join GFll
is easier than most because
students don't have to sort

their recyclables.

Newspapers, cardboard,
plastic bottles, aluminum
and paper can all be deposit
ed together at any recycling
station on campus. Ail
students have to separate

out is glass, organic
materials (such as

banana peels and tea
bags) and garbage.
H o w e v e r ,

students are asked to

pay attention to
recycling instruc
tions, including flat

tening cardboard,
rinsing bottles and
adhering to the dumpster color coding system
(RED dumpsters are for
RECYCLING, and GRAY
MEGAN

dumpsters are for

W E AV E R

dents,

Staff Writer

the camp.us
Up until this year, recy
cling at George Fox has
been rather inconvenient for
students. Plant Services has

community has created a
recycling program students
w i l l fi n d c o n v e n i e n t a n d

other

recycling con

efforts of Student Life, Plant
Services and several envi

in the trash.

but due to the combination

of budget cuts and students
not caring enough to recycle
properly, all attempts at
improvement failed.
However, over the past
year, several undergrads at
Fox joined together and
announced that students do
care. With the combined

ronmentally-conscious stu-

trash

canvas recycling totes, print

ed with all the recycling
information you need, tor
any student who wants one.

If the system thrives and
is used well, these totes will

fox.edu/offices/plant_services/recycle.html.
We have a chance to

God's earth in a signifi
be available at the beginnmg help
cant way. By recycling we

of Spring semester. Be on
the lookout in the SUB for
more information.

Indoor recycling depots are

located in the lobbies of
Sutton, Pennington,
Edwards and University

Halls, as well as the Beebe
and SUB post offices.
In addition, red recy-

are ■ caring fof soil, water,

trees, clean air and animal
habitats. Think of the differ
ence it would make if every
student at Fox recycled
school papers alone. It's

exciting! Caring for the
earth is an act of worship.
Please do your part.

c l i n g

So far this

year three
entire loads of

GFU recy
cling have been
rejected and
s e n t t o l a n d fi l l s

due to inappropri
ate materials being

This recycling program

(staples and paper clips
OK, spiral or loose-leaf
bindings not OK);

Cardboard (please flatten):
corrugated cardboard (no

items

waxed), cereal and snack

Other Paper Items such as

envelopes (windows and
labels OK): sticky notes;
butcher paper, wrapping

boxes and other thin card
cartons

paper towels, Kleenex, toi
let paper, waxed paper,
food wrappers or paper

paper

Metal: steel and aluminum

packaging

cans, clean aluminum foil,

Plastic- or wax-coated

non-deposit pop cans

cardboard

Plastic bottles with necks

Non-necked plastics such

such as rinsed-out water,

as food containers (cot

shampoo and detergent

tage cheese, butter, etc.).
Ziploc, sandwich, grocery

books, paperback books.

boards, poster board, egg

bottles

the SUB)

Food

or

food-covered

*

Two slices of Cheese^ Pepperoni or Doo Ho
and'a 16 02, soda

for $4.99 with studeiit i.D.

20661 SW Roy Rogef s Rd. S695 SW a
l ck Burns Bh/d.
WBsonville

503-625-9923 503-582-8210

bags, plastic film, lids and

•The ASC Supreme Court

and outdoor recycling con
tainer and at www.george-

load.

Crumpled or Shredded
Paper

Maryland.

This information is also

tions, Plant Services IS work posted on every dorm and
ing on a system of providing suite floor, at every indoor

items contami

zines, junk mail, phone

concussion while in

recycled at these locations.

nate the entire

Office Paper: printer, note
book, and scrap paper

•Mark Hatfield suffered a

ing space to recyclmg sta

what can and cannot be

tainers. These

items Is available behind

Corrections

of recyclables from your liv

is specific information about

in

Other Paper: newspaper,
brown paper bags, maga

RECYCLABLE

For convenient transport

finding garbage bag
glass,
food
Styrofoam, and

If this new recycling
program is going to work,
students must do their part.
Student attitude is the single
most important factor in
whether the new recycling
program continues or dies
after this year.
If you don't have the
time or energy to recycle
properly, do the earth and
our new recycling system a
favor and dump everything

years to improve the system,

containers.

GARBAGE.) The Plant
Services staff is already

usable.

tried many times in past

dumpsters are located
throughout campus. Below •

dumped in

NOT RECYCLABLE

plastic packaging (even if it
has a recycling symbol on

Glass (recycling for glass

it)

Justice is John Hanson.

The Crescent
Connection

Valid only at these two tocations.

ANN DORN, Assistant Editor CHARITY J EHWAonc r-

DAN BENNETT, Sports Editor Manager " Copy Editor, Business
JOHN MIDDLETON, Opinion Editor MELANIE S Morir <-

CRYSTAL FARNSWORTH.A&E Editor EVANGELINE PATTlfnt^®
' /'
The Crescent encourages reader response and participation through letters to the editors. Letters should bDirector *2>LiN, Communications
unsigned letters, but your name can be withheld by request. We re.serve the right to edit for claritv and I ^y^written and no longer than 9sn -i, .

Crescen, Staf fod
l er. The opn
io
i ns presented n
i thsi paper do no. necessaryli refe
l «tSo/TT rCres/e;: surBo, " xtS
j
===-

or

dre

universil^.
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Tie Egypt Fii£s
Student Micah Park fron Cairo
Several times a week, a
troupe of Sufi dancers per

an amazing feat of acro

form at the Citadel in

batics and self-control. The

Cairo. The Citadel is an

other men were dressed in

old military fortress built

white shirts, pants with

by the conqueror Saladin
back in the Middle Ages.

skirts, and turbans. They

Sufism is the mystical

as he spun. To a Sufi, the

b r a n c h o f I s l a m . To a

dance is not a perform

Westerner, it seems akin to
New Age and other

the stage were having spiri

E a s t e r n - i n fl u e n c e d r e l i

tual experiences, given

gions.

their ecstatic expressions.

The show was amaz
DEIRDRE RHODES

BRAWLING; The Bruin Brawl began Thursday, Sept. 30, after a rider dressed as the
Bruin appeared horseback on the edge of the Quad and hurled the stuffed bear into
the frenzied crowd. Some participants slathered grease over their half-naked bodies to
make it harder for other class members to grab the Bruin. After hours of contention
and typical injuries, the seniors made off with Bruin Jr.

There were several guys

training to feel the pres

playing African drums, and

ence of God in their move

they were the basis of the

ments. This is a sort of

sound. One man was

spiritual experience that
Evangelical Christianity

First, rather then start
ing with your conclusion,

examine the principles

I think that democrats

who I believe best create

at GFU are treated like

policies that facilitate that.

bourines. There was also

mind in today's churches.
In reality, the heart and
mind should be balanced,

chanter/singer and one
playing a fiddle-like instru
ment. One musician played
an odd Arabian instru
ment that was like a clar

modem times. The

sound.

whirling dervish's dance is

Democrats, but that does
Democrats or that

much more impressive
than listening to Arabic
music on tape. During the

"People should approach
politics with an open mind,
not simply accepting their

the party line is

show, the men would take

say, while humbly
acknowledging rea

parents politics blindly or
believing that one party has

sonable differences

all the answers."

Democrats, either."

interpretation.
Next, talk to some
one who has a dif

ferent opinion, and

examine the oppos
ing position.
Then, you can

of opinion, my
of
understanding
Christianity leads me to

is less debate and open dia

the following position. logue than I had anticipat
This greater understanding e d .
of why you hold your
How did you become a
political positions will
make you a more informed Democrat? How would yOu
voter, and more important describe your dedication to the
ly, give you a better under party?
I was raised in a family
standing of how your faith
should impact your poli that believed strongly in
tics.
social justice for the poor,
If talking to someone i n t h e i m p o r t a n c e o f
with a different viewpoint

from yours means talking

understanding Christianity
as egalitarianism, "In

to a Democrat, there are

Christ there is therefore

more of us then you think
around campus, and we'd
be happy to help you
understand our positions.

neither Jew nor Greek,
slave nor free, male nor
female, but we are all one

in Christ Jesus." Politically
this translated to the

not mean I support all

a form of meditation.

Spiritual experience is pos
sible outside of

turns coming forward cind

Christianity, but it is only
part of the truth.
Every human has a

showing off their excep
tional skills. For example,

place designed for contact
with God. This place can

Christians are not

the guy holding a tam

be stimulated by medita

Republicans. They

bourine-like drum would

are

spin his instrument in his
hand and flip it multiple

tion, musical worship,
intellectual study and

fully Christian. As
the Soujourners say
so

well,

not

"All

all

How could the polit
ical atmosphere be improved?
If Christians under

stood that just as the mes
sage of Christ was more
than "abortion is evil"

then our political worldv i e w w o u l d r e fl e c t t h e

holistic approach of
Christ.

People

should

approach politics with an

open mind, not simply
accepting their parents'
politics blindly or believing
that one party has all the
a n s w e r s .

Editors note: this is the first
in a series of pre-election
issues.

for they both are important
for spiritual growth.
Meditation is part of
the Christian tradition too,
but it has been forgotten in

inet. Everything combined
to create a very percussive

More often these are

any ideological minority,

Emotion is often placed
b e h i n d t h e a ff a i r s o f t h e

To see it in person is

behind it, and consider if with a measure of skepti
this really supports your cism and curiosity. There

has lost.

several Sufis used tam

one on the flute, one

S t u d e n t S a m G r e e n e : I Q & A w i t h s t u d e n t Democratic Party more
would challenge everyone J o a n n a B a l d a :
often -than it did the
who is going to vote in this
Describe the attitude toward Republican. My affiliation
election to really subject D e m o c r a t s a t G F U W o u l d is foremost to the kingdom
their positions to hard you describe it as intellectual of God, and my support
analysis.
freedom or not? Why?
goes to those politicians

ance. Some of the men on

much music as dance.

when the dancing started,

What its like to he a Demeaatatsru

danced around the dervish

Dancing is for them a
way to God. It enables
them through rigorous

ing, and it consisted of as

exceptional at clapping
hand cymbals. Later,

ELECTION 2004

be understood, but it was

many other things, but

times, while playing it
faster than I thought was

w h e n t h e Tr u e G o d i s n o t

humanely possible. The

only simulated. It is false

music alone was amazing.

in other religions. It is only

After a half-hour of

the focus, the stimulation is

through following Christ

musical antics, the dancing

that a person can experi

began. A single Sufi wear
ing a green loose-fitting
shirt, and wearing a thin
skirt and two larger quilt

ence both the truth and

skirts over his trousers,

enced part of God, but

came forward and began
spinning. He was a
whirling dervish, if you

they have missed the
greater Truth.
However, if you ever have

have heard that term

the chance to see a dervish

before. He spun for at least

dance, take the opportuni

30 minutes straight, doing

ty. It's unlike anything else

impressive tricks with his
two detachable skirts, and

you'll see.

also at times juggling
drums. It must be seen to

that unfathomable God-

place within each person.
The Sufis have experi

Micah is a junior study
ing in Egypt.
Issue 2 Vol.
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OPINION

Women consWen^^a^

T l f E C H r J l C I I . \ ' l 1 A ( n these
e e d women
i n oneed
r d e in
r order
t o to
e veven
ei

Campus security is over
stepping its authority

K T L L A M

Editorial

is with the students of this

So much has changed
here at George Fox. Even
the logo of the University
has changed. But there are a
few things that still are in
dire need of change.

university being subjected to
unwarranted and illegal

small portion of the abortion pro
lem.

for society.

Every year about 40 million

election time period; however, these

beginning. The real problem

LONG

Whatever the circumstances, the

Church should be providing for
mothers-to-be. The problem may be
that the women who are considering
abortion are outside of a church com
munity. In this case, the church
should be reaching out to and caring

babies are aborted. One may hear sta
tistics on abortion often during t is

I T ' S l > A i r r ( ) l < ' T n K ( ( ) N ( " K I ' 1 H ' A L F L AW S I N I I I C l l E N T I X ) ( t F F
STEVEN

consider having children?

Editorial

statistics are impersonal and refer to a

Do the lives of the 40 million

policing by the University.

women who make this decision mat

All friends of this com

ter? The problem of abortion is not
necessarily the thousands of infants

munity have seen how the
unethical disciplinary prac
tices of the institution have

who die per day, but rather the thou

ate of these problems is a

continued to threaten the

sands of women who feel abortion is

systemic institutional prob

relationships and well being

the answer to their problems.

One of the most immedi

lem, a conceptual flaw in the
moral structure of George
Fox University's codes.
To b e v e r y s p e c i fi c :

of the members of this

George Fox University by
way of campus security is

the institution and the com

allowed to police its rules
and regulations not only on
its own property but off its
property as well.
For example if a visitor

yteand

Cominunity.
a very clear division between

"That election has

been made possible
by reason of the fact
that a number of

countries... were

a heart of Gold is within the
instution.
Those who care and love

prepared to take a
stand for democracy

this community for more

than a pay check or an edu
cation

A heart of God is with

must

some

the Community Codes that

into abortion clinics, looking and

toric ELECTIONS IN

Afghanistan. U.S.-appointy

of ways to help women in crisis, but

ED Hamad Karzai is the

rather with the millions of aborted

John Howard on the his

the instution should not have

the right to establish rules
to the university were to park
on a public street close to the

Neighbor" agreement.
But the City has not

infants. There are bumper stickers
declaring how murdering innocent
babies is wrong and graphic

LIKELY WINNER.

governing student conduct

while they are not on the
university, the campus secu-. property of the instution.
rity would fine him.
Campus security claims
that they have this right from
a long-standing "Good

and lonely, ditched by their
boyfriends, trying to find effective

against terrorism."

have written and conserve

within the Institution.

poor, teens who picked out their
'promises rings' with Dad, HTV posi
tive and dying of AIDS, abandoned
birth control, afraid and unsupport
ed. These are the women who walk

AuSTRALiArj Prime Minister

als in the University which

a heart of Gold is

tutes and street kids, unwanted and

searching for answers.
What has the church been doing
to aid these women? The church's
main concem hasn't been the variety

impress upon those individu

in the Community but

women are raped and abused, prosti

and to take a stand

how

George Fox and William
Perm would be outraged if

want these children.

Picketing really doesn't show that

people are ready and wiling to pro

vide for the children that are going to
come into the world.

ize how women are being treated and
what their true needs are. These

It is no secret that there is

munity of George Fox
University: A heart of God
is within the community but

First of all, it is important to real

Where is the funding for adop

tion? There should be families who
actively show they are capable and

Artificial insemination is increas

ingly popular, but if 40 million
unwanted babies were bom, would

they be desired above this process?

There are also women who want

to stay in school, but feel as though
they wouldn't be able to with chil

dren. Time is a valuable resource to
these women—how can they raise
their children, take classes, have a job,
clean the house, and make meals?

Again, the Church could respond
with providing endless help to these
women through continual acts of
service.

When will the church stop con

demning sex before marriage?

Children grow up with a skewed view
of sex that says sex is only a wonder
ful gift when it is the appropriate
time.

videos/websites of aborted children.

Teenagers receive a message that
t e l l s t h e m t o " Wa i t f o r s e x ! " w h i c h

The Model 85

implies that it will ruin their lives oth

they were to visit this
University and find out that
this Quaker institution has

i s Ta u r u s ' b e s t

selling model

are confused about whether to have

deformed the spirit of this

for self-defense

sex or not and what to do if they get

erwise. It is no wonder that teenagers

pregnant.
Before we decide whether or not

legally ratified this policy,
and if anyone had time and

community by requiring stu
dents to swear an oath by

money to challenge it in
court, it would not stand.
Maybe if we ever could
get an ASC cabinet com

signing a contract which sur
renders sovereignty govern

abortion is wrong or whether or not
to vote for a president who feels the

ing their entire lives to the

way we do, we should consider how

prised of more that

There are many ways the

they would use ASC
funds to legally chal

University must change this
very bad policy. But there is
an immediate place to start:

Student Life "yes-men"

lenge these prac
tices.
But this is

only

a

HERE'S

campus security must not be
allowed to regulate streets
which are public property,
and must null all existing
fines given for this infrac
tion.

rOHN

The women who have abortions

The Church may sponsor pro-life
events or even picket in front of clin

ics. It is easiest, after all, to point to
the obvious sins of others.

These women are in need, not of

condemnation, but of support.
Where are the financial

JOHNNY

R5"

our actions affect the outcome.

instution.

people have the right to defend" people cannot think of a good

Opinion Editor

that which is theirs. I have a

reason for guns - especially

duty to protect my family. I
also want to protect myself

handguns. They say that himting is now just recreational,

and my personal property.

since it is not needed for food

I am concerned with the

(they obviously have never

tasted venison jerky - my

one must have when holding a

increasing shift in society's eye
that guns are bad. The Second

gun, whether it is loaded or

Amendment ensures that

mouth waters). They also note
that much violent crime is

every U.S. citizen has the right

committed with a gun.

t o b e a r a r m s . We a r e a l l o w e d

not. Guns in and of them

selves are not bad. They are
items of history. They are
items of defense. Most of all,
they are items of freedom.
1 own three guns. I plan on

purchasing a handgun after I
graduate from George Fox.
Why? For the same reason
many others purchase hand
guns: self-defense. I believe all
T5:

ber that a woman has a name. We
cannot condemn' her fully until we

know her story. She is innocent until
proven guilty, and often we are as

guilty as she.

resources

Reduce crime: purchase a gun

MIDPLETON

Guns are powerful. There
is a certain amount of respect

often feel unsupported; thus, how
could they ever support the children
growing within them? It is important,
even for editorial writers, to remem

It is up to us to keep exercising
our constitutional right.
. While we exercise that

Congress have also been uying
to seriously discourage the

right, we must stay responsi
ble. Remember the spate of

ownership of assault weapons.
This is a flagrant vio

pened in the past five years? It
was like some grotesque fad

Amendment. If a law-abiding
citizen wants to buy ah assault

school shootings that hap

lation of the Second

Now. students can't even bring

weapon, according to the

However, what statistics
don't show you is how much
crime is deterred by the fact
that a potential victim owned
a gun. Crime increases when

getting suspended. All of this

do so.

who couldn't handle the

responsibility of owning guns

one of the many reasons this
country is great. I can't help

that is the same as saying vehi
cles are bad because people die

law-abiding citizens like you

those students.

itig a gun. I am thankful for

crashing them.
Nevertheless, guns have

couraged from owning guns.
Criminals will obtain guns
whether or not they are legal.

More regulations, making it
harder to obtain guns. More

owning a gun in this nation

to own guns, people! It isn't a
bad thing if someone owns a

gun. There arc bad things that
may happen with a gun, but

received a bad name. Some

and I aren't allowed or are dis

a sqpirt gun to school without
IS a result of apathetic parents

and actualy being parentfto
How did Congress reacC

recently, some members of

Constitution, she is allowed to
The Second Amendment is

bnt feel American pride hoidthe freedom I enjoy. Legally
doesn't make a person evil. It
makes him a freedom-loving
American.
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From the Fen of

SO, OH, HOW

COM£ MOAIMy's
wonsa POR THE

the President
mind alone can not do jus
tice to a God who is
M AT T H E W

COX
ASC President

beyond comprehension.
Therefore, we must wor
ship God "in spirit and in
truth."

1 have heard people
One of the most trou

bling comments I have
heard from any Fox
administrator was made at

a meeting in late August.
We were discussing the
topic of chapel when one
administrator stated that

First chapel of year glorified athletes, not God
ATIII.KTES DFSIOUVICI) MIX (KJMTION, lUTdOl) DICSKMVF!) MOMKOFTHK(JIX)MY, PMAISF
D A R R I C K P O P F.
Guest Editorial

As humans, we are the cre

ation of the almighty God, and
therefore a part of His eternal
glory. Understanding this, we can
humbly trace any of our personal
glory back to Him as its source.
In the book "Waking the
Dead," John Eldredge writes:

"Humility says, 'I bear a glory for
sure, but it is a reflected glory. A
grace given to me'" (77). To live
the Christian life means to glorify
God, to act as a mirror to His
light.
Remembering this is impor
tant to all of us at George Fox,
but it is especially important to
the select group of varsity ath
letes. Glory is part of the athlet
ics, especially when it is experi
encing success.
Recently, the athletics depart
ment of GFU, and most notably
Matt Gassaway and the basebaU
team, have achieved success in its
highest form.
In acknowledgment of this,
we (as a university) celebrated
their championships by cheering
them on in chapel and holding a
d i n n e r i n t h e i r h o n o r.

In short, we glorified them.

1 am not writing that what

However, amidst all the celebra
tion, it seems we forgot someone;
someone critical to our success,

Matt

someone who deserved far more

and

the

baseball

team

many professors do not
attend chapel because of
the form of praise this gen
eration seems to prefer.
i sincerely hope that
this administrator was

wrong in his assessment of
our faculty. Yet when I
look out across our audito

accomplished does not glorify

r i u m a n d fi n d i t t o b e v i r

God.

tually devoid of professors

On the contrary, their success
will bring attention to this school

I am forced to concede

attention and praise than any of
the athletes or coaches. We for

and to its Christian environment.

got to mention the source of our
glory.
1 am happy to see success in
our sports program. As a varsity
athlete here at George Fox, I have

Where we have failed is in our

public reaction to the success.
On the George Fox Athletics
website, under the heading
"Intercollegiate Athletics at
George Fox University," there is a
section that says this:
"Their records over the years
serve as shining testimonies to the

a fair understanding of the
amount of work and dedication it

takes to succeed, and the sweet
sensation of victory.
Yet as I sat through the chapel

administration's conviction that

an institution can play fpr the

that perhaps he was cor
rect. The form of praise
this generation tends to prefer may be beneath the
dignity of our beloved fac
ulty.
Moreover I believe

that the faculty is not alone
in this view. Many stu
dents find that contempo
rary praise is a subject of
absolute contempt. Still
others, myself included,
have developed a remark
able ability to approach

celebrating the athletes, a sense of
deep disappointment slowly crept
up on me. 1 waited to hear a men

glory of God, follow the rules and

tion of God's goodness, strength

tions, and be successful on the

or blessing in the successes of our
athletics. 1 hoped to see someone

fields and courts of competition

cal eye rather than passion

at the same time" (emphasis

ate heart.

acknowledge God's role in any

ethics of its governing organiza

thing, such as through a testimo

mine).
When we say we play for the

n y.

glory of God, it should show
At moments, some amount of

through how we handle the glory «

praise services with a cyni

With all of this in

mind, 1 have decided to
devote this column to my
humble thoughts and limit

ed understanding of the

praise was directed to God, but it
was vaguely done at best. .In the

we receive. In remembering that
our glory is a reflection, we

end, 1 cannot remember clearly
one point where someone specifi
cally gave glory to God. Doesn't

should honor and praise its
source: God. Instead, it appears

subject of praise.
First, let me make the
concession that praise (glo

that we selfishly reveled in the
attention and glory He gave us.

rifying God via song) can

our Lord deserve more than that?

b e fl a w e d a n d s e l fi s h . B u t

so can every other means
of glorifying God.

letters@fox

Worship through serv

ice and worship through
devotion can suffer the

same fate as their musical
D e a r E d i t o r,

the Rings (etc.)? It would be

D e a r E d i t o r,

counterpart.
One stab often direct

Swearing is never acceptable
under any circumstances. Ever.
Ms. Kroening needs to read
the Bible. Ephesians 4:29, 31
and Phillipians 4:8 clearly
denounce swearing.

ed at the practice of praise
is the classic "emotions get

phenomenal if the Crescent
The Crescent is great -

except for one glaring omission.
Where's the love for the geeks

would recognize these impor
tant elements.

I, for one, would pick up the

among us? Goodness me!

Crescent just to read this col

Must we limit ourselves to mun

umn and see what the latest the

dane news and chronically

ory about who the Half-Blood

repetitive opinions? What
about giving it some spark and
allowing a bit of fantasy and

Prince might be (Godric
Gryffmdor is my bet), discover

life? That is as much a part of

ing any more adventures, or

if Drizzt Do'Urden will be hav

us as any old sports event. No

find out if Lucas confirms that

one wrote a law that our

Crescent must mimic every

Episode 3 will end where 4
begins. Let's have a bit of zest

other routine newsletter in

in our paper.

America.

Politics and news 1 can live

without; what would life be like

Crystal Waters, Sophomore

Other, more acceptable

words can "puncuate" language
without stooping to cussing.

argument represents a trag

ic disregard for the entirety
of the human experience
and a woeful pride in the
rational mind.
Emotions are a created

I realize the line between

part of each of us and as

acceptable and unacceptable
words is very fuzzy, and we can

such must be offered to
God. To hold them back

fanagle all day about whether
sissy cuss words are acceptable;

is to act with contempt

but seriously, bad words are bad

Creator has installed in

w o r d s f o r a r e a s o n . Yo u ' r e n o t

you.

supposed to use them.

I am not attempting to
assert that praise should
insult the rational mind,

without discussions about

Harry Potter, Star Wars,
Forgotten Realms, and Lord of

involved" attack. Such an

Charity Edwards, Senior

towards that which the

but rather that the rafional

say that praise lyrics are
often redundant. In

response to this, let me say

that perhaps praise exists
to glorify God. We don't
create God's glory, we
respond.to it.
So it should not matter

if an element of a worship
song seems new or old as

long as it is a finite
response to God's
unchanging and infinite
glory.
Finally, many people
often point out that certain
elements are overstated or

understated in our praise
songs. In the last issue of
The Crescent, an editorial
piece pn worship pointed
out that our praise songs
are filled with language
focused on the individual

worshiper and upon a mas
culine understanding of
God.

On this point I will
simply say that yes, ele
ments are missing from the
existing pantheon of wor
ship songs. However, that
does nor mean one should

not attempt to praise God
by speaking of an individ
ual relationship or by med
itating on the father-quali
ties of our Lord. Rather

we must apply our heart,
minds, and creative ener
gies towards those other

wise ignored attributes.
Let me close by assert
ing that any mental ascent
which places any form of
praise beneath our dignity
is no mental ascent at all:

it is vanity and cynicism
passed off as intellectualism.

If we as believers are

truly enlightened, we will
fi r s t a n d f o r e m o s t b e

enlightened to the knowl
edge of God. We will
stand in silent awe of our

Creator's majesty; we will
be brought to tears by our

Savior's beauty, and we
will cry out in joyous
thanksgiving at the thought
of His provision. This sort
of ascent comes out of a

life of obedience to Christ

and dependence upon the
Holy Spirit.
Perhaps as a communi
ty we can make this move

from vanity and cynicism
to obedience and depend
ence. If this were to hap
pen, I suspect that Bauman

would be full for every
chapel and that neither

hymnal nor HillSongs
could keep us fiom prais
ing our Redeemer.
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Why my spouse is voting
for
the
other
'
e
presidential elee g^piain our political leanings.
Someone found out we were leaning in opposite directions for the upcoming presiut^r explain
Bush. Intrigued to see a happily married couple reach such different conclusions, they as

harsh rhetoric of violence, the less
MELANIE

MOCK

Guest Editorial

When my Runner's World maga
zine arrived last week, my husband
was the first to read it. This in itself
is emblematic of the seismic shifts in

thought and praxis often accompany
ing marriage: my husband, at one
time a running cynic, has developed
the slightest interest in the sport,
entering a few lOKs, training several
times a week, and perhaps most
shockingly, reading the magazine he
continues to malign as obvious (and
boring).
Of course it was the magazine
cover, featuring vice president nomi
nee John Edwards, which piqued
Ron's attention, rather than the
promise of rock hard runners' abs or
the perfect marathon diet. Runner's
World investigated the exercise
habits of this year's presidential and
vice presidential candidates (sans
Dick Cheney, for good reason), and
my husband was eager to discover
more about this aspect of their lives,
and the ways their athletic tastes
might inform their policy decisions.
(Runner's World seems certain that
there is a correlation between run

ning and policy-making; about this,
at least, I am skeptical.)
My husband's appropriation of
my magazine represents one aspect
of his character I respect and admire:
he reads widely and deeply about
politics, and he uses what he reads—
rather than pure emotion and talk
radio hearsay—to inform the politi
cal decisions he makes.

Therefore, I trust my husband's
decision to vote for George Bush
because I know that decision is

grounded in Ron's extensive study of
Bush's agenda and policies, and in
Ron's willingness to read what others
(both Democrats and Republicans
and running aficionados) have said
about George Bush.
Ron's analysis of Bush's policy
includes his willingness to not only
listen to Bush's speeches, but to study
their transcripts closely as well. In

By reelecting Bush, Ron believes
the necessary democratization of the
Middle East might more successfully
be achieved than if Kerry were in
office. While I do not agree with pre

enthusiasm for Bush. As a pacifist
and former director of our universi

ty's Center for Peace Learning, Ron

has contended with the prospect that
supporting Bush might suggest complicit approval for pre-emptive war
and for the ongoing violence in Iraq.
Still, while my husband has
expressed his concern about the war
on many occasions, he has also pro

vided me with the most cogent expla
nation of what the Iraq situation
might do to prevent terrorism; to sta
bilize the Middle East; and to allevi

ate the suffering of Iraqis long
oppressed by Saddam Hussein.

Even though she is a Democrat, I

am proud of my wife.

Melanie empathizes w

son, hears Kerry brag about killing
Viet Cong and wonders if Kerry also
killed innocents while in Vietnam,
of doing.

assessment of Bush's ability to stabi
lize the region.
Similarly, I respect my husband's

fortieth birthday.

service and Bush's diversion into the
National Guard, Bush comes out
ahead for Melanie since he never
killed anyone. If the election turned
only on American response to terror
ism and tyranny, she might prefer

how he cleaned up his life after his
She rejects the opiates some
Democrats feed themselves: about
Bush stealing the 2000 election, or

commitment to the ideals of democ

racy and capitalism. Ron supports
many of George W. Bush's proposed

being stupid or a puppet of the oil

industry or lying about Iraq or worse.

She recognizes that when her fel

programs because he has faith in the
free world and the free market, and
believes government control limits
the market's ability to work well.

low Democrats - even some of her

own family — indulge in these dehu
manizing caricatures, it's unChristlike, somewhere between

My husband likes the way George
W. Bush's educational agenda sup

telling Polish jokes and using a racist

ports democracy (through the No
Child Left Behind policy) and the
market (through proposed school

When it comes to Kerry's war

Bush over hoping that Kerry might
stumble onto a less violent policy.
But the election is about far more
than terrorism. For example, tax
cuts in the face of unmet human
needs bother Melanie. She is embar

slur. Melanie is not a Michael

rassed about how low our own taxes

Moore Democrat.

have been lately, when schools are
underfunded and people all over the

Melanie thinks of her

vouchers). Bush's attempts to priva
tize social security and to keep health
care private are appealing to his vot

Christianity primarily as love in "world are homeless, hungry and sick.

ers, like my husband, for similar rea

miles to help people. She wants her

s o n s .

government to live up to the same

self-interested tax cuts and paying for

high calling.

killing rankle badly.
Melanie especially worries about

action. Melanie is a caring, compas

sionate person who goes many extra

Ron has often argued that exten
sive government-funded social wel
fare programs impede the free mar

From her family, she inherits
pride in the good works of her gov
ernment - everything from free pub

ket, compelling taxpayers to pony up
money for bureaucratic-laden federal
offices who assume they know
what's best for people—rather than

lic education to welfare and civil

rights laws. She sees programs like
these as embodying Christian love,
and the main reason to be proud to

letting the people decide what's best
for themselves.

be

Like some Republican voters, my
husband

is

also

a

an

American.

And

she

sees

almost all of them as the work of

committed

Democrats.

Christian whose convictions guide
his thinking. He sees in George W.

So

it

took

a

while

for

her

to

understand how someone could be a

Bush a similar commitment to a

Republican and a Christian.

Christian faith and to biblical princi

Nowadays, Melanie is willing to vote
for a Republican when the Democrat
is a weak or embarrassing candidate

ple.
The tendency to discount
Christian faith among some
Democrats is troubling to Ron, as are
the Democrats' predominating posi

or the Republican is convincingly
compassionate, another Mark
H a t fi e l d .

tions on abortion and homosexual

Otherwise Republicans strike her

D e fi c i t s d o n ' t l o o m l a r g e i n
Melanie's worldview, but heartless-

ness does, and deficits resulting from

the heartlessness of her fellow

Christians. For example, she is

offended by Christian vehemence
against homosexuality. Melanie
knows several homosexuals, and
believes God loves them as much as
He loves the rest of us.

She does not think sexual prefer
ence is a choice, and does not believe

a loving God would sentence homo
sexuals to lives of lonely celibacy.
She sees Republican fervor against
gay marriage as anti-Christian, a
result of lack of empathy.
Bush's nominal support for a fed
eral marriage protection amendment

bothers her, but her bigger concern is
to avoid empowering other

marriage.
At the same time, Ron is a vocal

as pursuing the politics of self-inter

Republicans who counsel callous

est, which she sees as directly con

ness toward homosexuals.

proponent of the separation of
church and state, and expresses dis

trary to the example of Jesus Christ.

Bush could have won Melanie's

Melanie was shell-shocked by

vote by showing himself more inde

September 11, 2001, which she
watched unfold on live TV while she

pendent of the hard right wing of his
party - say, by replacing Cheney

run. She appreciates George Bush's

working to renew the assault

courage and steadfastness, but

weapons ban.

My husband honors integrity and
honesty in his elected officials as
well. He questions Kerry's indecisive
stances on many issues, and wonders
if Kerry is being dishonest with the
electorate when he changes his mind

error of global proportions to fight

down the harsher elements in his
own party, and Kerry continues to

(for example) about the Iraq war,

her. The more Kerry drifts into the

comfort with those members of his

cally, the Republican Party and God.
I appreciate his willing departure

by some of what he's read about
Bush, and that this has tempered his

when she holds our little Vietnamese

his disciplined running regimen and

for the Middle East unrivaled by

troubling to Ron, and makes him
more reticent to vote for Kerry.
I know, too, that Ron is disturbed

she likes him. Her antipathy grows

Guest Editorial

President Bush and admires his faith, ^ay he accused so many others

doing so, Ron argues that Bush has
outlined a vision for our country and

articulate a similar vision has been

mock

emptive war, I respect Ron's close
study of the Middle East and of its
myriad problems, as well as Ron's

party who attempt to marry the gov
ernment and God, and more specifi

most other Presidents before him;
that John Kerry has been unable to

RON

cooled down from an early morning McCain as his running mate, or

from other Republicans on this issue.

believes it is a moral and practical
violence with more violence.

However, John Kerry has gotten
little advantage from this. His inabil
ity to carve out a clear, consistent
policy on terrorism and Iraq worries

about his role in Vietnam and about

his stance on gay marriage.
At times, Kerry's wavering views
seem motivated by political ambi
tion, rather than by the candidate's
own convictions. Bush, on the other

I a l s o fi n d a d m i r a b l e R o n ' s o w n

the political perspective our marriage
has afforded me—even if this means

take more compassionate positions
on the major domestic issues, she

will treat Kerry the way she always
treats me: support him despite his
fl a w s .

VOTE/

hand, has remained steadfast in his
beliefs, an admirable character trait.
constancy about the issues most
important to him. And so, while I do
not always agree with his position on
these issues, or the way the positions
are manifest in his vote, 1 appreciate

But as long as Bush can't face

s

IT'S YOUR VOICE
ballots are in the mail
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The left has never been more right

and Kerry is wrong
extreme position and voted against

Giiest Editorial

banning this barbaric and gruesome

ANNE-MARIK KENDAI J.

appointed the head of this failed

Guest Editorial

program, Rod Paige, as Secretary

procedure.

Bush also supported the Unborn

Victims of Violence Act which rec

•mportant Christian values like
preserving marriage between one

manandonewoman.Sen.Kery

ognizes two victims when violence is

our economy. Kerry and Edwards
will roll back the tax cut for the

committed against a pregnant

wealthiest 1.4 percent of

woman.

however, is incapable of being a

So, if a pregnant woman is phys
ically harmed by someone and in the

secure the peace in Iraq.

process of this abuse an unborn

stronge
l aderandwlibeuna;:L®to
Regarde
l ss of whether or not you

child is also injured or killed, then

believe th criminal will be tried for two
i . ^ was the right crimes; one for injury to or death of

Co make, we are now in Iraq woman and one for injury to or
^ust succeed. To succeed we ^cath of the unborn child.

need to supply our troops and to pro
vide for the reconstruction of Iraq

However, Sen. Kerry voted
against the $87 bilion that Bush sup
ported for doing this. Also, to suc

However, Sen. Kerry took anoth

er extreme position and voted
against this bill.

Marriage is another issue that is

Sen. Kerry has called our allies

s

man and one woman is under attack

tude.

U

plus in the history of the United
budget deficit in the history of the

D
E
N
T

high cost.

Still, progress is being made in

Iraq. Iraqi security forces are being
trained, the infrastructure of the

society is being rebuilt and elections
are on the way.
Back at home, President Bush is

standing up for important Christian
values. He signed the Partial Birth
Abortion Ban Act which bans an

inhumane abortion procedure that

destroys a child while it is partially
born.

Republicans and many
Democrats supported this ban.
H o w e v e r, S e n . K e r r y t o o k a n

Appalled? So am I! Family
income has dropped an average of
$1,535 with a loss of 1.6 million

private sector jobs.
Kerry has a long history of sup
porting protection of the environ
ment and has plans to do more to
protect the environment while

history on weakening environmen
tal protections and increased pollu

issues that should be very important

President Bush has consistently

United States.

Constitutional amendment.

wrong place, at the wrong time.
shown his determination to succeed
in Iraq. He recognizes that this will
be a long process and that it has a

States of America, if not the largest

Bush has the worst record in recent

troops, to our allies and to the Iraqi
people. Yet, Sen. Kerry teUs 'them
that this is the wrong war, in the

send a positive message to our

experienced the largest budget sur

and President Bush has defended

However, Sen. Kerry has taken a
very weak and confusing stance on
the marriage issue and will likely not
put forth any leadership in protect
ing marriage.
Abortion and marriage are two

To succeed in Iraq we need to

deficit in half. Since George W.
Bush has been in office, we have

bribed and deceived," while marriage through his support of a

President Bush has shown his grati

Americans and therefore cut the

T

important to many Christians.

ceed in Iraq, we need to show Marriage as defined between one

respect and gratitude for our allies.

John Kerry has a plan to restore

to Christians. Bush is supporting
Christian values on these issues, and
Sen. Kerry is not.

President Bush also supports
school choice, which gives parents
greater freedom in where they send
their kids to school. It would allow

families to receive financial help

from the government in sending
their children to private, religious
schools if they so desire.
However, Sen. Kerry took anoth
er extreme position and said he
would veto any school voucher bill.

The coming election is very
important. Many vital issues are at
stake. In order to best win the peace
in Iraq and to stand up for important
Christian values, please join me in
re-electing President George W.
Bush.

Every day since I took
office, I have listened to the

voices of the American people
and responded with policies
designed to make our Nation
safer, stronger and better. I have
focused on securing our home
land, defeating terrorists,
strengthening our economy and

improving America's schools.
I will listen to the voices of

young people not only while
campaigning, but while deter
mining the policies that guide
our country. Too often, young

people feel that their voice is
overlooked or that their vote

0
P
1
N
I

O
N

tion.

Just a little investigation reveals
that we're worse off environmental

ly than four years ago, and there's
no sign of getting any better.
John Kerry plans to cut the

recommendations from his OWN

state department.

Kerry has a comprehensive fiveyear U.S. Government strategy to
combat Global AIDS while dou

bling U.S. funding to fight AIDS,
tuberculosis and malaria by 2008.
George Bush has failed miser

ably in providing resources to the
AIDS Global Fund and has created

more problems in getting low-cost
drugs on the ground quickly.
I get bothered when I see prayer
used to enlist God in our ranks, not
to examine and to change us to do
God's will.

In "A New Kind of Christian,"
author Brian McLaren says,
"Wouldn't I rather be a liberal who
really cares about God's will than a

Over the last four years I have
consistently been surprised by what

self-insuring families and the bot
tom lines of businesses.

ness'?"

I see as an under-reaction to the

presidential choices we have seen
George W. Bush make.

Kerry believes education should
I have seen people stick true to
be supported so all kids have great
teachers. He has a plan to make every choice that the President
make and I have to wonder at some
college more affordable, with tax
point,
what are these others watch
breaks to help. Because of Bush's
ing?
No Child Left Behind, you are pay
Ask questions this election year
ing more local real estate taxes
and
seek the answers for yourself.
because of underfunded school dis
In
my
550 words, I cannot give you
tricts.
all"
the
facts; check it out for your
The highlighted Bush project in
self
on
johnkerry.com and other
the Houston school district was
proven to have used faked data, and

sites.

actually was a failure, yet Bush

I meet with Americans of

every age when I travel around

the country, visiting communi
ties where the laws we pass in
Wa s h i n g t o n h a v e a d i r e c t

impact on people's lives.
We h a v e m a d e g r e a t
progress in a short time, yet I
know people still have concerns
- about jobs and health care, ter
volatile economy with too few
high-paying jobs, millions of
young workers with no health

insurance and rising college
tuition. We can move this coun

rorism and security - and I have
laid out an agenda for building
on the successes of my
Administration in a second
term as President.

The best way for any
American to make his or her
voice heard is to vote on-

Election Day. Everything that
gets done in Washington, in
vote. And finally, get involvedgo to www.johnkerry.com and
join our campaign.
Together, we can build a
stronger America.

try in a new direction.
So I ask you to do three

The most important issue

puts young people at risk

through illegal foreign interven
tions and because this expen
sive policy siphons funding

paign advocates a scheduled

sent our troops into battle without

ance premiums have skyrocketed
(four times as fast as wages in the
last year alone), hurting

lions more people no longer have

facing youth today is the war in
Iraq and its impending draft.
The Nader/Camejo 2004 cam

Bush has rushed to war without

proper planning and, as Kerry
pointed out in the first debate, he

health insurance, and health insur

more than half. Under Bush, mil

facing young Americans: a

We must speak to the issues

Kerry's plan to forge a new pol
icy in Iraq will ensure peace in Iraq
by training Iraqi forces and then
bringing our troops home.

good conservative evangelical who
was smug in my understanding and
who had perhaps stopped 'hunger
ing and thirsting after righteous

number of uninsured Americans by

things. First, I want you to vote.
Second, register 10 of your
friends and family members to

d o e s n ' t m a t t e r.

of Education.

from schools.

American has a chance to voice
an opinion on the vital issues of

our day and to help determine
the direction of our Nation.

Question: If you are
elected to political

office, what will you
do to make sure the

and represented?
We seek lull citizenship and
voting rights for 16-year-olds.
Youth who are 16 work, pay
taxes and more and more often

are subjected to criminal laws

troops from Iraq within six

paign is about taking the gov
ernment back from the corpora

adults.

tions and returning to a govern

the United States needs to be re-

ment of, by and for the people.

invigorated. Allowing youth the

We seek an end to extreme

throughout our land depends
on the will of the people.
By casting a vote, every

year-olds are heard

The Nader/Camejo cam

militaristic foreign policy that

and in local communities

voices of i8-to 30-

withdrawal of all American
months.

state capitals across America,

passed that treat them like

right to vote will increase voter

participation, not only of 16- to
18-year-oIds, but also in the

longer term as youth are taught
at an early age the importance
of voting.

In addition, democracy in
Source: MSN.com
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A poem with three lines and 17 syllables: 5-7-5. It
doesn't have to ryhme or even be complete sentences.
Subject: Spookiness. Think Halloween. Think scary
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In order for our readers to get a proper feel for really

scary haiku, the editors have provided a couple for your
pleasure:

(5 syllables) Costume party, a
(7 syllables) prize for fiight'ning little kids.
(5 syllables) Went as Ed Higgins.
Horrible werewolf]

I creep through the woods, cautious
His howl grows nearer

You get the idea. Write away!
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Standard at Crystal Ballroom
ANN nORM

sjyltchl^

News Editor

Switchfoot played the
Crystal Ballroom in Portland in

a sold-out, standing-room-only

Concert attendees started
pouring in at 7:00 p.m., cluster

shakes, and espresso drinks
from the Foxhole as they lis
tened to the bands and hung
out with their friends.
One of the students who

for a venue.

came to listen to the bands was
P H O TO C O U RT E S Y O F : w w w. s w i t c h f o o t . c o m

First, the stage is in the cor
ner, not the middle of the room,

SWITCHFOOT VISITS PORTLAND: From left to right are

funneling the crowd tightly

Jerome Fontimillas, Chad Butler, Jon Foreman and Tim Foreman

ioned placement of the stage, few comments from lead singer to spend a few hours. The pol
i s h e d w o o d fl o o r s a n k a n d
on Foreman. Some concert
although frequently used by Jattendees
expected to hear a vibrated with the crowd, and
the ornate molding, a symbol of
a bygone era, was in stark con
trast with the modern light

backstage tasks may be less
than perfect, causing all the

spiritual message, but the clos
est Foreman got was a few

bands to need about 15 minutes

words

between each set. However, the
crowd was largely forgiving,
perhaps because no annoyingly
confident emcee was provided

blessed to be in Pordand that

effects that played over the ceil

night.

ing.
■ The opening bands were

The Format was cleaner and

m o r e m e l l o w, d a b b l i n g i n
undercurrents of the blues in
their rock music.

Switchfoot took the'stage

to hysterical applause and
graceftiUy rolled into a decendy
long set, interrupted only by a

about

The

other

how

he

was

members

of

Svritchfoot are Tim Foreman

on bass and vocals; Jerome
Fontamillas on guitar, keyboard
and vocals; and Chad Butier on
drums.
Foreman confessed at one

point to having a slight cold,
but the only evidence was a
slighdy lower voice on some of
the long notes within their
songs.

The Crystal Ballroom,
while not spectacular in terms
of acoustics, is an interesting

A&E Editor

With an intro sounding like

a fanciful epic song from the
Far East, Good Charlotte kicks
off their new CD "The
Chronicles of Life and Death."
It was released in stores
Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Customers can choose
between the two different cover

Rumor said the CD was

supposed to be darker than pre
vious ones, but the rhythms of
"The Chronicles of Life and

Death" are just as upbeat as
past Good Charlotte CDs.
What is darker about the

new release is the lyrics. While

past songs like "Hold On" dealt
with issues of suicide, depres
sion and feelings of being a

loner, this CD sometimes takes

arts available for the album, a an even bleaker outlook on life.
life version and a death version.
The song "The World Is
Each features an exclusive Black" supports a hopeless
song.

In general, the new CD s

view of life.

Not all the songs are so

ssongs
o n g sare
a rtypically
e t y p i Good
c a l l y u o u u o fo f h ho oppee. . GGoo oo d
d

Charlotte. They
Theyblend
blendmusical
musical Charlotte does make insightful

genres by integrating popular (^oj
commentary
^j^entary about
aboutmodern
modern life
life
music sounds with punk rock,

that is Christian in nature. In

making it hard to mistake the particular, "In This World:

songs in "The Chronicles of (Murder)" laments the evil
Life and Death" as anything
other than Good Charlotte.
Excluding the intro, the

nature of this world.

Anyone who enjoyed pre

vious Good Charlotte CD's

one exception to the standard should enjoy The "Chronicles
Good Charlotte rhythm in their of Life and Death." With the
new CD is "I Just Wanna diversity that they brought to
Live." The style of the verses is their new CD, fans and new lis

decidedly rap, an entirely new

teners alike can enjoy songs

the chorus reverts back to a

Charlotte, yet also innovative to

genre of musci for the band, but
characteristically Good
Charlotte sound.

that are distinctly Good
the band.

singer and guitarist, Tyler
Fidanzo.
"Each one of the members
comes into the band with a lot
of talent and a desire to serve

the Lord with what they're
doing," said Ralston. He and
many others in the Foxhole that
night appreciated TRACE'S

generosity in sharing their

probably allowed to play too
long, but hard core Switchfoot

music wiA the students here at

enthusiasts didn't mind once

R a l s t o n s a i d h e w o u l d d e fi

the dynamic group took the
stage.
Switchfoot has released

eight albums, all "indie" style
music. Their latest, "The
Beautiful Letdown," has sold
over a million copies in the
United States, reports their
website.

and highly characterized place

Good Charlone CD carries
on band's tradition
T R Y S TA L F A R N S W O R T H

Randy Ralston, a freshman at
GFU. He came specifically to
see TRACE, since he is good
friends with TRACE'S lead

toward the bands. The old-fash

ilar to Switchfoot's earlier cuts.

Music pounded through
the aroma of freshly ground
espresso in the Foxhole Oct. 8

smoothies, Italian sodas, milk

Crystal Ballroom has some
interesting dynamics of its own

getic approach to rock very sim

preach to kids."
After the concert, as the

dents sipped inexpensive

the auditorium by 8:00 p.m.
The fifth stop in
Switchfoot's fall tour, the

Honorary Tide, had an ener

better to make friends than to

The atmosphere was fim

dise, and swelled to the front of

The first band to open,

HARMON

and energetic, and many stu

ing around tables of merchan

to preside over the interludes.

BRIDGETTE

Staff Writer

as Creswell, TRACE and The
Covering put on a free concert
for George Fox students.

Tuesday night concert.

artists, suggests that the flow of

Foxhole concert features
three hands, more to come

George Fox.

bands were packing up their
gear, 1 was lucky enough to
catch Will Robertson and

Adam Armstrong from
Creswell before they left.
Robertson does the lead

vocals and guitars for the band,
and Adam Armstrong is their
highly energetic drummer and
percussionist.
Robertson is an alumnus of

George Fox University, so he
wanted to book a concert at

George Fox as part of
Creswell's west coast promo
tional tour for their new album,
" S t a t e Yo u r N a m e . "

After six months of prepro-

duction, recording and mixing,
the band is very excited about

sharing their new music with
the students here at Fox. "We

love playing the Foxhole," said
Armstrong.
Both Armstrong and
Roberston agree that the best

thing about being a part of
Creswell (a condensed version
of "Christ's Well," where Jesus
talked

to

the

Samaritan

woman) is the awesome friend
ship between all the members
of the band.
"It's all about an invest

nitely like to see more concerts

ment in relationships," said

at the Foxhole.

Robertson.

TRACE is a fri^-energy
rock trio. Tim Fidanzo (bass),
Tyler Fidanzo (vocals/guitar)
and AJ Geist (drums/vocals)
have a passion for God that is
evid

According to Foxhole man
ager Charles Weathers, con
certs such as this and other fun

events will be a standard part of
the Foxhole atmosphere.
"My vision for the
Foxhole," said Weathers, "is to
make it not only a place where

"Each place we play we
always ask that God will give us
at least one person to talk to
you can get great drinks for
about Him," says Fidanzo.
cheap, but where students wanf
"We've always believed that it's to come and hang out."

Internationally renowned Glee Club to sing at George Fox
CHARITY

EDWARDS

Copy Editor .
The internationally known
Morehouse College Glee Club
will be performing a variety of
music in Bauman Auditorium

Oct. 22, glee club president
C o l l i n R i c h a r d s o n c o n fi r m e d i n

energy is incredible."

ence talent like this."

The glee club is an 80member singing group from an
all-male college for blacks in

According to a press
release by George Fox

Atlanta, GA. About 44 of the
members travel outside their

state once or twice a month,

University, the group has sung
at Super Bowl XXVllI, the
1996 Olympics and Martin
Luther King Jr.'s funeral.
Among recent travels is a
trip to Russia.

requiring

an interview Oct. 8.

Members of the glee

The mostly a

club do not receive a

cappella group
sings many different
kinds of songs, but

stipend or academic
credit for their involve

ment in the group,

the last half of their

Richardson said. He

concerts usually con
sist of spirituals,

echoed a statement

on their website, that
their work "truly is a

Richardson said.
"When we come to

labor of love."

Oregon, we'll . be
singing recent composi
tions [in addition to]
classical, baroque and
spirituals," the junior and
three-year member of the
glee club stated.
"I love singing for multi
cultural events," he said. "But

we do get to sing for many dif
ferent kinds of events."

Burel Ford, Director of
Multicultural Studies at George
Fox, said, "The Glee Clubjias a

nation reputation as one of the
best in the United States. Their

"The group is not
competitive to get

into; it's competi
tive to stay in,"
R i c h a r d s o n

explained. Musical experi
them

to

• »work hard to keep up their
studies, said Richardson.
Ford said that his excited

ence, prestige and the brother
hood experience attract mem
bers to the club, he continued,

but only those who stay in get

about the group coming to

to enjoy those things.

George Fox: "The Glee Club
gives us a chance to enjoy a cul
tural experience that is quite
unique. Few college campuses

will start at 8:00 p.m. "Who
can argue with a free concert?"

The free concert at GFU

Ford asked.

have an opportunity to experi
Issue! Vol.
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From the cheap seats

PicKleball offers alternative

In age of

to traditional sports, games
M A R Y I T. S A

milestones,

WlLDi:

these records

ConlrH)iitinf> Writer

wiUlast

Before playing pickleball for
the first time in high school PE

class, George Fox University
student Michelle Roberts fig
ured that "anything with a pick

♦

l e i n i t i s fi n e w i t h m e . " S o o n

DAN

Earlier this month, Ichiro
Mariners set the all-time
record for hits in a season

ping pong" and "a game for
short people."

dents

Bill

Bell

and

Joel

something to do. With an old
badminton court in Pritchard's

backyard, the two men salvaged
some old rackets but couldn't

find any shuttlecocks and sub
s t i t u t e d i n a t h r e e i n c h w h i f fl e

ball. Pickles, Pritchard's dog,
would run after the balls that

went out of the court, and thus
it was decreed pickleball.
Soon enough, the game

grew into the modern day picklebaU.

Pickleball is taking the
nation by surprise, so don't be
alarmed if it starts popping up

everywhere. Some people are
going so far as to attempting to
get it placed in the next
Olympics Games. GFU base-

Wilt Chamberlain's 50.4

with 262", surpassing George
Sisler's 84-year-old record of
257. It was truly a remarkable
a«complishment, and a sign

GFU, describes it as "life-size

Pritchard were looking for

of the times.

able to modem athletes. As

attain. Averaging 50 ppg over

ball pitcher Jordan Purdy says

with the athletes themselves,
some records, like Ichiro's hits

the course of a season is

record, are more impressive

Nowadays, the press pro

RURIK

nis on a smaller scale and table

thing to subside their desire to
play. In the most extreme case,
one young group of four was
found using plastic kitchen cut

tennis on a larger scale, and
both tennis and table tennis .are

ting boards with handles and a
large tennis court in order fulfill

Olympic sports."
When not promoting pickle

their deep passion for the sport.

ball for the Olympics, many
people can be found incorporat
ing the sport into their everyday

pickleball players can be seen

that pickleball "should be an
Olympic event because it's ten

life. The game consists of a sin
gle badminton court with a
lowered net and a wooden pad
dle for each player. A strong
whiffle ball is volleyed back and

These days, the most avid

in official tournaments, sport
ing official pickleball gear.
To sign up for membership
or learn more about the game
of pickleball, visit the official
United

States

of

America

Pickleball Association website

forth from each side of the

at www.usapa.org.

court.

The intense game of pickle
ball can be played by people of

If pickleball equipment is
not readily available, people
have been known to improvise
and make use of nearly anyTHE

YOUR

EYE

claims it an accomplishment
when an NBA player scores
50 points on one game. But

record (even though Rasheed
has "changed", I still feel obli
But in an age where sports

pickleballer, Brjttany
Moseley, demonstrates.

Consecutive Games Streak

u n t o u c h e d f o r e v e r. H e r e a r e a

Think about that for a

few records that will never,

moment. 2,632 consecutive

ever be broken;

games. Putting that number

into perspective, he played
Hitting Streak
One of the most famous
records of all-time remains
one of the most elusive. In a

pen. But none of these
seemed to faze Ripken. Of all

plate appearances, the notion
of hitting safely in 57 consec
utive games is logically laugh
able. That, and the closest

baseball records, this may be

anybody has ever come to

contain all of the records that

Joltin' Joe's record was the

will probably not be broken.
Legitimate arguments could

great Pete Rose, and even he
was 12 games away.

40 home runs and 130 RBIs.

But it was tainted when, in
2002, he told Sports Illustrated
that he had been using steroids
during that season. He also esti

mated that nearly half of all big
leaguers use performance
enhancing drugs.
Caminiti's revelations set off

a firestorm of allegations
against other big league slug
Ta r

88-Game Winning Streak
These days, college basket

News of Caminiti's death

BENNETT

by far his best as a professional;
he hit a career-high .326 with

the most out of reach.

Now. this list does not

be made for several other

records, like Chamberlain's

Ken Caminiti, 1996 NL MWP. dies

Caminiti's MVP season was

baseball. It's a fact; just ask

player can go an entire game
and have only two official

UCLA Men's Basketball

heart attack. He was 41.

ing ONE. Injuries happen in

day and age where a baseball

RURIK

gers, including Barry Bonds,
Jason Giambi and Gary
S h e f fi e l d .

In recent years, Caminiti

had been in legal trouble sever
al times. Most recently, he
admitted

over 16 seasons, each season
with 162 games, without miss

Ken Griffey Jr. Heck, even
fatigue and emergencies hap

courts left.

former NFL quarterback
BRIAN

2,632 consecutive games.

Joe Dimaggio's 56-Game

before there are no available

- Joe Theismann,

Cal Ripken Jr.'s

ing down daily, there are a
few that remain imtouched,
and will probably remain

friend and get out there now

Norman Einstein."

happen.

records are seemingly crash

all ages and sizes, so grab a

"Nobody in football
should be called a genius.
A genius is a guy like

doing it consistently over an

82 game season? Not going to

gated to take shots at him).

T H E Y S A I D I T. . .

coordination, as this

downright ridiculous.

Wallace's technical foul

BALL:

requires good hand-eye

wiU be much more difficult to

than others, like Rasheed

with a table tennis racket

Padres, died Sunday due to
complications resulting of a

records (his 100 points in one
game is the crown jewel of his
accomplishments), this record

you'd get if you mixed table tennis with regular tennis

Hitting a whiffle ball

Ken Caminiti, who won the
National League's Most
Valuable Player award in 1996
as a member of the San Diego

While not the most

famous of Chamberlain's

As of late, sports records
have been increasingly vulner

BRIAN

ON

Sports Editor

Points per Game Average

E X T R E M E S P O R T; P i c k l e b a l l i s w h a t

KEEFING

DAN

Wooden's Bruins of the 1970s

is a nearly impossible task.

Suzuki of the Seattle

Bruce, a senior math major at

dog. One beautiful summer
afternoon, Washington resi

BENNETT

Sports Editor

after playing, Roberts found
that the sport has nothing to do
with pickled cucumbers.
What is pickleball? Joe

Originally evolving from
badminton in the Puget Sound
area of Washington, pickleball
is the only sport named after a

avoid the problem of college
altogether by entering the pros
after high school. That said,
building a program like John

will certainly be on the minds of
the Houston Astros, with
whom Caminiti played 10 sea
sons, as they battle into the

ball dynasties are few and far

between. Most professionalcaliber basketball players leave
school early for the NBA, or

100 point outing and Ted
Williams' .406 season average.
But in an age where athletes
are changing, along with the
face of sports itself, the previ
ously mentioned records are
likely to stand forever.

postseason.

to

What

ro(i

Tbioff?

breaking his

probation by

"How should the Portland Trailblazers deal

testing positive
for cocaine,

with Qyntel Woods?"

and was sen

Qyntel Woods has beon a lightening rod for controversv

tenced to 180

2002.numerous
Since he arrived
With the team, he has been ^'^zers
in legalintrouble
times
JDSh busted for possession of marijuana and driving
rihl license or insurance, and has most recently been
177 dog-fighting susRiqons. He is set to make
pilhon
this season,,
and is
currently
team while
officials
investigate
these
iatestsuspended
allegations.by the

days in jail. His
sentence

was

canceled, how
ever, for time

previously
spent in jail
and counseling
stemming from K E N
a 2001 cocaine
arrest.

e-mail it to thecrescentsDorts@vahoo.rnrn Each response wilhe cons?dered for publication. The"Crescent Sports Dept. reservS th^ right to
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Flayed 15 seasons in MLB
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Chuol taking great

aim at professional baseball
George Fox News Service

Ex-George Fox University

student Scott Hyde, a seventhround draft pick by the New

York Mats, is playing for the
Brooklyn Cyclones in the Class
A New York-Pennsylvania

League.. George Fox sports
information director Blair Cash

recently talked with Scott about

his experiences in his first sea
son as a pro.

GF: If this is a subject you'd

about the contract you signed.
Would you be willing to talk

after

about it?

you expect? They're owned by

SH: No, I don't mind. I got
a $145,000 signing bonus, and I
get paid $800 a month, plus
daily meal money. The team
takes $200 a month out of my
paycheck for rent.

GF: Minor leaguers don't
make a lot, do they? The big
bucks only come in the big
leagues. How expensive is it to
live in New York, and how
much do apartments run?

SH: It's very expensive! So

KARISSA EDWARDS

treated his knee, but he

Staff Writer
He's 21 years old and he
speaks 19 languages. He's

won a long race that

GF: You mean they're nicer

a political science major,

than Morse Field in Newberg?
SH: (laughing) Yeah, I guess

he's from Sudan, and he

when

Camden

Ya r d s

in

Baltimore-but then, what did
Cal Ripkin, Jr., you know.

you could say that. Aww,
George Fox was a great place to
play; I sure enjoyed it.
GF: Are you going to get
back down here to see the

national champion Bruins play
again and finish your degree?
SH: Oh, sure, I'll be back -

it s really anybody's business),

apartments. We're all room'ing

although I may not be in school
THIS yeeu-. It hasn't been con
firmed yet, but I think the Mets

but several people have asked

in dorms at New York Tech;

want

that's what the rent money goes
for. A lot of guys say they're

instructional league in Florida
this year.
GF: Well, I just wanted you

rather not discuss, I'll under
stand (and frankly, I'm not sure

expensive, we don't even live in

really looking forward to next
year, when they'll be playing in
a different city and can actually
afford a place of their own.

r .
FILE PHOTO:WIN TSE

FAMOUS ALUMNUS: Hyde

now pitching professionally in

me

to

attend

winter

to know that there are a lot of

GFU's

country star Michael
Chuol.

Chuol

left

"Scott Hyde Watch" so we can

What are the minor league
fields like in the NY? League?
SH: Oh, they're absolutely

put in stories about your games

gorgeous. Our ballpark
(Keyspan) is beautiful. It's right
by Coney Island and looks out
over Long Island Sound. The

don't mind.

i n fi e l d i s l i k e a b i l l i a r d t a b l e .

Bruins!"

a n d f o l k s c a n f o l l o w t h e fi r s t

year of your career. I hope you
SH; Did you really? That's
pretty neat. Thanks. Tell every
one back in Newberg, "Go

Ya n k e e s

aren't too far away and they

To visit the "Scott Hyde Watch

have a beautiful stadium as

goto

well, looking out toward the
Statue of Liberty. The ballpark
in Aberdeen, Md., is modeled

http: / / www.georgefox. edu /athlet
ics/ baseball/hyde/

then, he's enjoyed work
ing, reading
the newspa
per, and run
ning.
Why

WRITE FOR THE CRESCENT

T O

I

Chuol never raced until

1999, when he ran against
competitors from seven
countries.

and from then on, he never
had to train by himself.
After moving to the
U.S., Chuol ran high
school cross country and
amazed everyone with his

speed by racing to 3rd
place in his district. When
the
and

Seattle
ended

the

marathon

that

Nationals

and

the

could

have

small Christian college
atmosphere and because he
liked

JESSICA TROUT, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
OR ANY SEC HON EDITOR
VIA FOXMAIL

FOR MORE INFORMATION

the

became

Political

to help his

country and to
fi n i s h i n t h e t o p t h r e e a t
his next Seattle Marathon.

S o f a r, C h u o l h a s l e d
the Bruins in every race
this season, and he has

high

hopes

Northwest

for

a

website.
Christian

the

Conference

meet coming up on Oct.
30.

Chuol

has

found

the

team at George Fox to be
more encouraging, sup

portive and friendly than

he ever expected. He said,
"I love the team. They're
the

team

I

never

had.

That's why I love George
Fox."

Jn ALCS, it's
Red Sox-

BENNETT

Sports Editor

He
while

many years, the New York
Ya n k e e s a n d t h e B o s t o n R e d

Sox are battling for the
American League champi
onship, and for a spot in the
World Series.

In game one, Mike Mussina

in Sudan, and a Christian
education is important to

dominated

him.

lead. The Red Sox trimmed the

A highlight of Chuol's
running experiences was

lead to 8-7 in the 8th when,

when

he

attended

White

Pass Cross Country Camp
in Washington. He went
with

PRINT?

his

For the second time in as
run

George Fox because of the

ANN DORN, ASSISTANT EDITOR

post-Fox aspi

DAN

for

cur

rently has two

race

on scholarship at a D-I or
D-II school, but he chose

CONTACT

place.

Yankees, yet
again

Chuol

GET EXPERIENCE.

friends encouraged him to
follow them up the hill,
a n d h e p u l l e d o ff 3 2 n d

race in 10th place. He ran
the marathon again in
2002 and planned to do so
•in 2003, but he couldn't

t w o r a c e s c o n fl i c t e d .

BUILD A PORTFOI.IO.

I N

He

placed second in that race,

fi e d

M O N E Y.

his toes had come through
the front of his shoe, but
his racing

had."

year because he had quali

MAKE

feet were sore and one of

Science degree

run

the

home

rations: to use

own words,

African

went

team I never

Chuol's

"I

Chuol

and ran in the Bloomsday
Run with 5,000 other run
ners. By the time he
reached "Doom Hill," his

"They're the

does he do it?
In

capped the CC camp expe
rience on the last day.
Another highlight was

Chuol

he was only 18, Chuol

2004-2005

N A M E

home

United States, and since

Marathon

YOUR

his

country of Sudan nearly
four years ago to become a
permanent resident of the

entered

SEE

cross

have two legs. I love it."
He also enjoys the health
b e n e fi t s r u n n i n g p r o v i d e s
and the widespread nature
of the sport.

New York Mots organization

W A N T

own

because

the ballparks you've played in.

Island

than

for you. We've set up a link on
our baseball web site called the

Staten

runs 50-70 miles a week.
Who is he? None other

people back here rooting hard

G F : Te l l m e a b o u t s o m e o f

The

strides in sciioei, life

the

intention

of

nurs

ing a bad knee back to
health. By the end of the
week, he had not only

Boston

as

the

Yankees jumped out to an 8-0

fearing for the worst, NY man
ager Joe Torre called upon clos
er Mariano Rivera to slam the

door on the Boston rally.
Rivera

had

arrived

at

Yankee Stadium just minutes
before the first pitch due to a
family tragedy in his native

Panama. Though. stiU carrying
grief with him, Rivera zoned in

Men's Soccer:

NWC- 8th Place (1-5-1)
Overall- 2-8-2
Oct 16- Whitman

Oct 17- Whitworth

Oct23-@PugetSound
Oct 27- Pacific

Women's Soccer:

NWC- 7th Place (2-6)
Overall- 5-7
Oct 16- Whitman

Oct 17- Whitworth

Oct 23- @ Puget Sound
Oct 24- Lewis and Clark

Volleyball:

Cross Country:

port runs and preserving the

NWC- 5th Place (4-4)
Overall- 8-8
Oct 15- @ PLU

on the game and stopped the
Red Sox, getting two more sup
10-7 win for New York, giving

Oct 16- Lewis and

t h e Ya n k e e s a 1 - 0 l e a d i n t h e

Clark Pioneer Open

best-of-seven series.

Oct 16- Nike/Jim

Boston is attempting to win
a Wo r l d S e r i e s f o r t h e fi r s t t i m e

Oct 16- @ Puget Sound

Danner Invitational

Oct 19- @ Warner Pac.
Oct 22- Linfield
Oct 23- Pacific

Oct 30- NWC

since 1918, whereas New York
is looking for its 27th World

Championships

Series championship.
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NEWS
SAINT THERESE

Movie Terese imparts iessons

OF LISIEVX

boldly steps forth at a
papal audience to beg for
permission to become a
Carmelite nun.

out she liked iced tea and

studying Catholicism since
age 16. Starring as a nun
helped her finalize her deci

play someone like her. For
one, there's so few roles for
women that have integrity,

licorice, and those treats

sion to convert.

and there's so few roles for

gains insight that breaths
fresh air into the Catholic

ContinuedJrom jront page
water, but the crew found

"I had already made a

"I think it's backwards.

decision, but I was won over

It's strange to me who has

by her spirituality," she said

the attention and who does

of the character of Therese.

n ' t , " Yo u n c e c o n t i n u e d .
"Sometimes the lighting and

into the Catholic outlook on

religious leaders that portray
religious people as good peo
ple," she said.
For Younce, studying the
character meant learning
about letting go of personal

production crew work hard

suffering and beauty."

faults.

appeared on set.

She said, "I got insight

long, but Younce said she
enjoyed the work.
"It was really tiring, but
at the same time, it's kind of
like school where you're
exhausted

but

somehow

you're rejuvenated at the
same time," she said. "The
story was so inspiring I loved
going to work every day."
Younce, who was raised a
Quaker, said she had been

I n t h e m o n e s t a r y,
Therese, a teenage girl,

church and transforms the

world. Challenged by the
austere, cloistered life, this
Her mother died when

Yo u n c e a t t e n d e d t h e N e w

"I think we as people are

she was four years old; her
surrogate mother aban

Yo r k r e l e a s e o f T h e r e s e a n d

obsessed with our imperfec

doned her a few years

recalls walking past a poster

tions," she said. "It gets in

of herself.

the way of our relationship

later, plunging Therese
Martin (Lindsay Younce)

er than the actors."

The days on set were

r

"It

was

kind

of

cool

with God because we don't

because there was a nun in

find ourselves worthy of

Times Square," she
explained.
More important than her
own picture is the idea that
the character of Therese

might impact the culture
today.

God's love," she continued.
"Therese talked about not

celebrating imperfections but
surrendering imperfections,"
Younce said, talking about
the value of mercy and being
a child in God's eyes.

"It was such an honor to

into a mental collapse. Then something
miraculous happens. At

the age of 14. she under

pampered child discovers a
simple way of loving God.
In this lavish period

production, comparable to
Merchant Ivory's A Room
With A View, Therese tells
the true story of Therese of
Lisieux, the most popular
saint of modern times.

It's a story of struggle
and tragedy and the great

goes a mysterious converstion and falls deeply in

est of all romances. It's the

love with God. Then-not

with an extraordinary

old enough for the con
vent-she goes all the way
to the Vatican, where she

soul.

story of an ordinary girl

-Courtesty theresemovie.com

Commuter lounge opeuiug First time rock
Continued from front page

Moore House with the grad
uate psychology department
and the Campus Album
project.
The graduate psycholo
gy department will be using
one room for testing and
d o i n g c o n fi d e n t i a l d a t a
analysis. The Campus
Album Project will occupy
the back two rooms and will

use this space to record the
campus album and the
chapel band CD.
Out of courtesy for com
muters, Campus Album will
be doing most of their

recording in the evenings so
the atmosphere of the

evaluation by Student Life.

lounge is quiet, relaxed and

that

sociable.

used for housing next year.
ASC hopes the com
muter student lounge will

ASC, in conjunction
with Student life, is in charge

This means there is a chance
Moore

House

will

be

climbers test skills
ALICE

Newberg.
The leaders of the trip,

LONG

Reporter

Jason Buttrick and Matthew
Over the midsemester

of the commuter student

become a central and essen

l o u n g e p r o j e c t . Va l e r i e
Rogers, along with some of
her commuter friends, are

tial place for commuter stu

holiday weekend. 10 stu

dents. If this is accom

dents

plished, they are sure the

helping to advance the proj
ect by spreading the word
and assisting in the clean up
and organization of the

Moore House will continue

climbing skills and
endurance as they attempt
ed to ascend the thrilling

to be a commuter student

lounge.
Opening day is being
lounge.
organized by several com
This year ASC has pos
muter students. Their goal
session of Moore House.
is to create "community
However, next year the us of within community." "
the house wih be up for re-

tested

their

rock

Hyland, were more than
helpful preparing even the
least experienced climbers
for this exciting adventure.
Climbing ability ranged
from first timers to experi

routes of the massive rock

enced climbers.

formation

However, according to
senior Greg Johnson, the
variety of skill level was not
a problem; "We were all

called

Smith

Rock.

"If I had known how

incredible this place was, I'd
ha,ve started rock climbing a
long time ago," said rock
c l i m b f t i g b e g i n n e r, n o w
enthusiast, Kyle Adams.
Smith Rock is a must

just there to have a good
time

and

climb

a

few

rocks."

T h i s w a s t h e fi r s t r o c k

see destination for rock

climbing trip the Outdoor
Club has taken this year.

climbers and outdoor

The next trip is tentatively

enthusiasts. It is an amazing

scheduled to happen

mass of rock located near

a r o u n d t h e fi r s t w e e k i n

Terrebonne, Oregon, about April 2005.
a three hour drive from

Assistant Spanish profesor receives award
George Fox press release

WE SEE A FUTURE IN IT FOR YOU
Why, what do you see?
A career in clinical psychology and a doctoral degree
from George Fox University.
Caring mentoring, Christian worldview, national accreditation,
and located in the beautiful Northwest.

George
U N I V E R S I T Y

Fox

CALL 800-631-0921

psyd.georgefox.edu

port volunteer with
Assistant professor of

Mexican

Medical

Spanish, Viki Defferding,

Ministries and various local

has been named 2004

churches.

Outstanding Teacher at the

Defferding, who has
taught at GFU since 1989,

College Level by the

Confederation in Oregon
for Language Teaching.
Defferding has been the

leader of study abroad trips

will be presented with the
a w a r d a t t h e C O F LT c o n
ference.

Defferding, studied at

to Central and South
America, and has written
research papers about rel-

North American College of

gion and other topics in
Latin America. In addition,

degree from Unive'rsity of

she has been an interpreter,
teacher and medical sup

degree in Spanish from

To r r e o n i n C o a h u i l a ,
Mexico, has a bachelor's
Oregon and a master's

Portland State University.
Issue

